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Abstract: 

This paper describes the design process and theory of a freestanding LED climbing wall. 
The wall itself was built entirely out of wood and hardware; latticed two by fours formed the 
back structure and large sheets of plywood wood formed the climbing surface itself. The wall is 
roughly eight feet tall by six feet wide with ten feet of climbing at a 37º overhang. The LED 
system was powered by an Arduino Mega connected to a computer and run through a series of 
programs that allow users to select climbs. The goal of the project was successful– the wall was 
climbed under a variety of conditions, including varying climber weights and styles, and the 
LED/Arduino system successfully lit as many different climbs as was desired. 
 
 
 

 



 

1. The Big Idea 
We plan on building an overhanging climbing wall with LEDs to demonstrate which 

holds a climber is allowed to use to get to the top. After creating the wall and adding the LEDs, 
we will create an interface where people can store and select climbs they’ve created as well as a 
computer program that randomizes doable routes up the wall. This project will heavily involve 
mechanical engineering as a wall that needs to support hundreds of points of force at any spot 
will have to be carefully designed and built. The use of 48 LEDs operating independently of each 
other will require simple yet very organized circuitry. Finally, the creation of an app or interface 
to host the routes as well as a program that randomizes routes will require advanced coding 
skills. 

We got the idea for this project from the most popular LED climbing wall in the world: 
the Moon Board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Inspiration for our wall, known as a “Moon Board”  

https://planetgranite.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Moon-board-2.jpg 

 
Legendary British climber Ben Moon developed the Moon Board as a way for climbers from all 
over the world to be able to climb the same climbs, even while thousands of miles apart. The 
Moon Board is a 40 degree overhanging wall, very similar to a wall you’d find at a gym or 
someone’s house (often called “system boards” or “project boards”). What makes the Moon 
Board unique is that it has the same hold pattern on every board, allowing climbers to use an app 
to “set” climbs and recreate them on Moon Boards around the world. While our board will not 
have a specific hold pattern, the use of LEDs and an app interface will give climbers the ability 
to set climbs electronically. 
 
2. Introduction 

The ability to rock climb regularly comes down to one thing: whether you have 
accessible indoor or outdoor climbing nearby. For those with neither, home climbing walls are 
critical to being able to stay in shape in between longer trips to climb outside. Building a home 
wall is something dedicated climbers have done for years and provides a unique challenge in 
both mechanical and electrical engineering. 

There is no explicit history of climbing, no one area of origin or main founder. Different 
areas credited as the “birthplace” of rock climbing in the 19th century can be found in England, 

 



 

Italy, and Germany, although cave drawings from Asia indicate that people began scaling rocks 
much earlier. Daring free-soloers (climbing without a rope or any gear) began climbing peaks in 
the U.S. such as Half Dome and Devil’s Tower as early as the 1860s, but the real boom in 
climbing around the world came in the early 20th century with a host of groundbreaking gear 
advancements. Within 30 years, pitons, carabiners, stoppers, and nylon rope were all invented. 
This allowed climbers to go higher and climb harder with much less risk. 

These technological advancements paved the way for what became known as the “golden 
era” of American climbing in Yosemite. Within two decades, famous climbers made multi-day 
first ascents of peaks including Half Dome and multiple routes up El Capitan. As climbing 
became increasingly popular, the ethics of using certain gear to scale massive walls was 
constantly in question. Some people believed it was okay to drill as many pitons and bolts in to 
the rock as needed, others believed that nothing but replaceable spring-loaded pieces of gear fit 
into cracks (known as “cams,” climbers use a lever to move two cams, mounted on the same 
axle, together; they then insert the device into a crack and release the lever, spreading the cams 
apart and jamming it in the rock) should be used.  

While the debate over the ethics of roped climbing raged on, a new, simpler style of 
climbing was rapidly becoming more popular in the U.S. Climbers began seeking shorter, more 
difficult climbs that could be accomplished without any gear at all. Mathematician and 
strongman John Gill spearheaded this new climbing movement, which eventually became known 
as bouldering. The new climbing discipline quickly attracted its own loyal following, drawing 
people to new areas such as Switzerland, South Africa, and France.  

In addition to popularizing bouldering, Gill is responsible for another major climbing 
advancement: the normalization of climbing-related training. Bouldering in a time before 
climbing chalk or even sticky-rubber climbing shoes (he often bouldered in hiking boots!) Gill 
had to compensate by constantly becoming more and more powerful. While stationed at various 
places in the U.S. for the Air Force, Gill was often unable to access rock, so he perfected a series 
of bodyweight exercises requiring ridiculous amounts of strength: one-armed pull-ups on tiny 
ledges, one-armed front levers (holding the body horizontal while hanging off of a bar 
one-handed) and one-finger pull-ups.  

John Gill’s dedication to training and subsequent bouldering success led to a boom in 
climbing-specific training around the world, leading to climbers finding other ways to train for 
hard ascents without actually climbing on rock. The boom of climbing gyms closely followed, 
and with it a popularization of the use of steep, overhanging walls to allow climbers to train their 
power for outdoor projects. Those who were not fortunate enough to be close to a climbing gym 
or able to afford one often built walls of their own. Today, there are thousands of home walls 
scattered around the country, specialized by their makers and perfect for training for difficult 
ascents outside. 
 
3) Design: 

To maximize the amount of actual climbing we could do on our wall while not putting 
any climbers at risk by going too high, we decided to make the wall overhung. This also 
increases the difficulty of climbing, making training much more efficient. Our initial design had 
the “triangle” that forms between the wall and its supports (where the wall is the hypotenuse) as 
a “3 4 5” triangle, with sides of 6 feet, 8 feet, and 10 feet long and a 37º interior angle at the 
bottom of the wall. Building a prototype allowed us to visualize this angle to make sure it was 

 



 

not too steep, analyze where the structurally weak points of the wall might be, and change certain 
parts of the design we thought would be too difficult to create or hinder climbing. The two 
biggest changes we made after creating our prototype were enlarging the kickboard (vertical 
piece of wood with only footholds) at the bottom of the wall and switching from long vertical 
ribs on the back of the wall to horizontal ribs.  

The entire design was built with mobility in mind; it was very important that it could be 
collapsed for transport in a truck or through the doors of the lab because it was being built 
outside of school. To accomplish this, the connection between at each point of the triangle 
formed by the wall and its supports has a large bolt through it. When the wall needs to be 
collapsed, the bolts connecting each side of the top of the wall to the vertical supports are 
removed and the wall collapses forwards (so that the holds are face down) while the vertical 
supports collapse backwards. The kickboard was one of the most complicated pieces of the wall 
to design because it had to be sturdy yet also removable. The final design was a piece of 
plywood nailed perpendicular to a 2 x 4 that runs the width of the wall. The 2 x 4 slots firmly in 
between two blocks nailed to the bottom support of the wall. To remove the kickboard, all that 
needs to be done is taking out the nails connecting the kickboard to the 2 x 4 and then slotting the 
2 x 4 out from the blocks holding in place. This setup can be seen in figure 3. 
Below are the CAD diagrams of the wall:  
 

 
 
Figure 2: CAD diagram of the wall with holds  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Kickboard setup 
The circuit diagram shown is the system that will be used to light holds on the wall to indicate 
which holds are allowed to be used for a particular problem. In the diagram, there are only 6 
LEDs. In the final design there will be 48 LEDs, with 8 total rows of 6 like the one illustrated. 
The Arduino Mega has 52 digital output pins that can be used to output voltage to the LEDs, 
which is enough for our 48 LEDs. Each of the 48 LEDs can be powered by its own digital pin 
which has been set to output mode. In this way, they are wired in parallel and their grounds are 
tied together. This is a simple setup for the lighting system that can easily be manipulated using a 
2D array in an arduino program.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Circuit diagram of LEDs 
 
 
 
 

 



 

4) Theory: 
As mentioned previously, the inspiration for this project is known as the Moon Board. 

The Moon Board is a 40º overhung LED training board that is 8 feet wide by 10.3 feet tall with 
12 feet of climbing surface. The wall is easily large enough to allow for dynamic movement and 
difficult, multi-move problems while also being small enough to fit in the training area of most 
gyms. Although 40º degrees is not any sort of special or significant angle, it does allow for far 
more intensive and powerful training than a less steep board. The reason all Moon Boards are the 
same angle is because steepening the angle of a wall greatly increases the difficulty of a climb, 
and the Moon Board is designed to be a universally identical training tool for climbers. Because 
it is a wall designed for climbers, not engineers, Moon Board assembly is understandably simple 
despite being such a large-scale project. The consequence of this is that there is little information 
to be found on the specifications of Moon Board parts. The board comes with several strings of 
multicolor LEDs, capable of being blue (regular hold), green (start hold), or red (finish hold). 
The LEDs plug directly into the ports of a 5V power source capable of powering all of the LEDs.  

Climbing boils down to to main forces: a climber trying to move up a wall and gravity 
trying to pull him/her off. Though climbers sometimes are able to move themselves up a climb 
by pressing their fingers into minute incuts in the rock, the main force keeping them on the wall 
is friction from hands and feet. This is the reason all high-performance shoes are equipped with 
carefully engineered “stealth rubber”: to apply as much friction to the rock as possible. The 
different forces acting on and created by climbers are as shown:  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

In theory, the only two forces acting during a climb are gravity and the climber, the former 
constantly trying to pull the latter off of the wall/rock.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The forces a climber exerts onto the wall can actually be split into the forces exerted by each of 
the climber’s limbs. The forces from climbers’ hands are often either pulling towards the wall 
(using jugs or crimps) or friction dependant (using pinches or sloped holds), while the forces feet 
exert on the wall are almost entirely through friction. That vertical friction force is dependent on 
two things according to the static friction formula: the coefficient of friction and the normal 
force. When a climber is on the wall, their force created by friction is the normal force between 
their shoe and the hold. The coefficient of friction depends on not only the material of the hold 
but also the climber’s shoe. This is why rubber soled climbing shoes are the most effective. As 
the normal force exerted by a climbers foot increases and the coefficient of friction increases, the 
force due to friction will also increase, giving a climber more vertical power to stay on the wall. 

Regardless of the specific amount of each force (some climbers are more power focused 
and exert more force in their arms, whereas others are more technically focused and use their feet 
more), as long as the force component in the y-direction exerted by the climber is equal to or 
greater than the force of gravity, they will stay on the wall. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Because footholds are so friction dependant, climbers are often unable to keep their feet on the 
wall on steep overhangs (due to either a lack of core strength or poor technique). As shown in the 
free body diagram, if a climber’s feet come off the wall (known as “cutting feet”), their arms 
must exert much more force than if their feet were on the wall. Cutting feet is commonly 
associated with more powerful climbers who are able to move through difficult sections of 
climbs without the use of their feet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to be able to move vertically up or down the wall, climbers have to exert more force 
than just what is needed to keep them from falling off. They also have to exert force “down” (if 
they are trying to go up) the wall as well as into the wall, propelling them upward while also 
keeping them close to the wall. 
 
 

 



 

5) Results: 
Using a basic force gauge, the downward force on a given hold while a climber is on the 

wall can be measured. After numerous hours testing the wall itself by climbing, it is clear that it 
can withstand the forces exerted upon it by climbers climbing both dynamically and statically. 
Despite this, however, it is still interesting to compare the forces on different holds, with 
different amounts of limbs on the wall, both dynamically and statically. Here are the forces 
measured in each scenario: 

 
Table 1: Force measured on a hold under different scenarios 

 Dynamically Statically 

1 Limb on the wall 568.8 Newtons 486.8 Newtons 

2 Limbs on the wall 411.8 Newtons 387.0 Newtons 

3 Limbs on the wall 330.4 240.8 Newtons 

4 Limbs on the wall 247.8 216.4 

 
Note: the weight of the climber taking measurements was 175 pounds, force measurements will 
vary with weight 

 
Each measurement was taken by hanging the force gauge on a jug in the middle of the 

wall. To simulate 1 limb on the wall, a climber hung off the force meter with both hands on the 
meter (the hook on the meter being the 1 “limb”), to simulate 2 limbs, a climber held the force 
meter in 1 hand and another handhold in the other hand, and to simulate 3 and 4 limbs, 1 foot and 
2 feet were eventually added. Dynamic measurements were taken by the climber rapidly placing 
their weight on the force meter, often involving a “jump” to the meter, and static measurements 
were taken by the climber moving in a more controlled manner to the hold. It’s important to note 
that these measurements were not perfect; it is nearly impossible to apply uniform weight or 
pressure to a hold and control for the myriad of different factors that affect the forces acting upon 
said hold. Despite this, however, the force gauge experiment did serve as a good estimate of the 
forces on the holds. 

The results looked nearly identical to what was predicted. Every time a limb was added to 
the wall, less force was placed on the hold that had the force gauge. This is to be expected– each 
additional limb exerts its own force on the wall, with that force increasing or decreasing based 
off of the “positivity” of the hold (how easy it is to grab). This additional force exerted upwards 
counteracts Mg, requiring each individual limb to have to work less. The implications of this in 
terms of climbing are clear: trying to keep as many limbs on the wall as possible is key in order 
to conserve energy to last the duration of a climb. Having both legs and arms on the wall cuts the 
force on each handhold nearly in half, greatly reducing the load on each hand and the lactic acid 
buildup in the arms that comes as a result of long periods spent on the wall. This is the reason 
that keeping your feet on the wall as much as possible is considered good technique– while 
“campusing” (climbing using only one’s arms) can be a good training tool and party trick, it is a 
massively unnecessary use of energy. Professional climbers will train their abdominal muscles 

 



 

specifically for the purpose of maintaining tension throughout their body on steep overhangs, 
allowing them to keep their feet on the wall and conserve energy. 

The difference in forces on holds as they are moved to both statically and dynamically is 
also fascinating, albeit expected. Controlling for number of limbs on the wall, moving 
dynamically to a hold always applies more force on said hold and therefore theoretically requires 
more energy to successfully latch and hold the hold than if it was moved to statically. This makes 
sense– violent movements naturally result in higher amounts of force than static movements. 
Unlike keeping all or most limbs on the wall, however, there is an argument to be made for 
dynamic movements despite them taking more energy. The main argument is that dynamic 
movements incorporate momentum, an absolutely critical property to climbing. Momentum 
allows climbers to reach farther holds and make bigger moves, using quick and violent 
movements to swing and jump from one hold to the next. This is especially useful in competition 
climbing, where many large moves and jumps (known as “dynos” for dynamic movements) are 
featured, as well as for climbers who don’t have a large enough wingspan to reach holds 
normally. The other argument favoring dynamic movements is that static climbing often involves 
many “lock-offs” (a position where one’s arm is fully bent, bringing one hand close to the 
shoulder and allowing a farther reach up the wall), which are very controlled but often more 
energy consuming than the dynamic movements themselves. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: A climber locks-off on their right arm during a competition 
https://spotsettingblog.wordpress.com/tag/ryan-sewell/ 
 
 

 
 
One of the most difficult aspects of creating holds out of wood was preventing the holds 

from spinning. The coefficient of friction of wood on wood is about .25, which is very low, 

 



 

especially considering both pieces of wood (the plyboard wall and the hardwood hold) are very 
smooth. This low coefficient of friction often caused the holds to spin mid-climb, especially 
when pressure was applied far away from the center of mass (the bolt). The force gauge, spaced 
at different intervals away from the center of mass of one of the crimps (small, incut hold), was 
used to measure the force required spin the hold. 

 
Table 2: Force required to spin a hold with a variable lever arm 

Distance from center that 
pressure was applied (lever 
arm distance) 

Force required to spin hold Torque (assuming pressure is 
applied at a right angle): 

T = r * F    

.5 inches Hold did not spin N/A 

.75 inches Hold did not spin N/A 

1 inch Hold did not spin N/A 

1.25 inches Hold did not spin N/A 

1.5 inches 258.6 N 387.9 N/m 

1.75 inches 230.2 N 402.85 N/m 

2 inches 185.4 N 370.8 N/m 

 
As the results show, it took less force to spin the hold the farther away from the center of rotation 
the force was applied. This makes sense: the longer the “lever arm”, the less force required to 
generate large amounts of torque. This result was consistent with the observational findings on 
the wall– wooden holds that were grabbed in the center (directly above the bolt) rarely spun, but 
wooden holds that were grabbed on the sides were far more likely to spin. There were two 
solutions that were used when making holds in order to counteract this problem. The first was 
making skinnier holds– with less length, it was harder to apply force farther away from the 
center of rotation and therefore harder to spin the holds. With the shorter holds, even when they 
were grabbed on the very edge, they rarely spun. This was consistent with our measurements, 
which showed that it was incredibly difficult to spin a hold when the force was applied less than 
1.5 inches from the center of rotation. The other solution to prevent spinning holds was epoxying 
sandpaper on to the back of longer holds. The coefficient of friction of wood on sandpaper is 
around .75, roughly three times that of wood on wood. This meant that, even when force was 
applied far from the center of rotation on longer holds, they rarely spun.  

As should be expected, the torque required to turn the hold remained roughly constant as 
the lever arm length increased, with an experimental error of about 8%. This constant torque is 
due to the simultaneous increase in lever arm length and decrease in force required to spin the 
hold, keeping the torque required to spin around 385 N/m. 

For the purposes of this project, the arduino mega is just a series of switches that can be 
controlled by a C++ program uploaded by a computer. Though the arduino microcontroller has 
many functionalities, the LED climbing wall just depends on the DigitalPins. Each DigitalPin 
 



 

has a pull-up resistor built into the board that turns on or off with a simple digitalWrite() 
command. Digital signals are signals that have a limited set of potential values, and in the case of 
the arduino used for this project, those digital output voltages can be either 0 V or 5.0 V. When a 
digital pin is outputting a “HIGH” 5V, a power wire from a ribbon cable connects that pin to the 
corresponding LED embedded in the wall, and the voltage drops over that diode before being 
grounded back on the board via a different wire on the same ribbon cable. In this way, each 
digital pin can be toggled HIGH or LOW, either closing the circuit and lighting the LED or 
keeping the circuit open and the LED off. 

This project depends on the ability of an arduino microcontroller to individually light 48 
LEDs, each one indicating when a hold on the wall is allowed to be used. The LEDs are wired in 
parallel, each one being controlled by its own Digital Pin set to output mode. As a whole, the 
arduino mega microcontroller is capable of delivering 2A of current distributed to its output pins. 
This 2A limit is imposed by the USB cable connecting the microcontroller to a computer. This 
limit is more than enough current to power the LEDs. 

Data has been recorded on how much current is passing through an LED when different 
numbers of LEDs are being lit up: 

 
Figure 6: The current passing through each LED decreases as more LEDs are 

illuminated. The trendline shown has an equation of , and it has an r^2 74.1 − .71 n(x)y =  + 9 * l  
of 0.98 (98% of the variation in current going through one pin can be explained by the # of pins 
lit) 
 
Note that the trendline equation above would predict that when all 48 LEDs on our board are 
illuminated, each LED would be using 36.5 mA of current. This point is illustrated in the graph 
below: 

 



 

 
Figure 7: This graph is the equation of how much current each LED draws as additional LEDs 
are illuminated. The point (48, 36.5) shows the amount of current required per LED to light the 
entire wall. The point (736, 10) shows that given enough pins, 736 LEDs could be lit to full 
brightness (each LED needs only 10 mA to be visible).  
 

Also measured with a multimeter was the amount of current drawn from each LED when 
all 48 LEDs are illuminated in order to compare the expected current draw of 36.5 mA to the 
actual current draw. A true value of 38.0 mA was recorded. This is a percent error of only 
4.11%. 

Using this actual current draw per pin and multiplying it by all 48 pins, we are only using  
8 LEDs 38.0 mA/LED , 24 mA 000 mA4 *  = 1 8 < 2  

The output pinmode of an arduino digital pin is optimized for powering devices 
(particularly LEDs) that have low impedance. It is worth noting that drawing too much current 
from one of these output pins will result in a dead pin. The rest of the arduino mega should still 
operate. This is best avoided to maintain enough working pins to power 48 LEDs.  
 
 
6) The Next Step/Current Progress:  

We currently are finished with the construction of the physical wall, which we 
accomplished in a series of five hour-long sessions at our workshop. The first weekend, we went 
shopping for parts (mainly wood and nails). We then first built the actual wall that would be 
climbed on by making a frame of 2 x 4s and six 2 x 4 cross-pieces for supports. That session we 
also added supports to the frame to allow it to stand on its own. The next weekend we returned 
and added the plywood sheets onto the wall (the sheets are what holds will be drilled into). We 
also added a removable “kickboard”, which is a sheet of plywood at the bottom of the wall that 
stands parallel to the ground. This kickboard only has footholds and makes it much easier for a 
climber to begin a route. The next weekend we drilled all of our bolt holes, attached all of the 
t-nuts, and then successfully attached holds and were able to climb to the top of the wall. During 
the following class periods we began making a model of our wall then worked on creating and 
buying holds as well as configuring the LED setup. 

After the frame was built the next big step in the wall was the LED setup. We soldered 48 
LEDS, split up into seven rows of ribbon cable. Each LED is directly below a hold, spaced a foot 
apart from each other both horizontally and vertically. Before physically drilling and attaching 
the LEDs to the wall, we had to test that they were all functional and could be successfully lit up 
 



 

individually in different combinations, with up to 20 LEDs lit at once. We initially were worried 
that a single Arduino Mega would not be able to power all of the LEDs at once, but after testing, 
it was clear that a Mega provides more than enough current for 48 LEDs. Because of this, we did 
not have to experiment with external power sources. 

After successfully being able to power all of the LEDs needed, creating the interface for 
programming certain climbs was the next big step. This started out as each “route” being an 
individual method in an arduino program that fires certain LEDs and a loop() method that 
controls which route is illuminated, but then moved to having a more simplified and modularized 
program with all the different routes stored in one data structure in the program. The biggest 
advantage of the more advanced program was that switching between routes became just a 
matter of changing a few characters. The final step is programming an actual interface that 
allows a user to run commands to read the list of available climbs, to select a pre-made climb, or 
to make their own climb by inputting names of specific holds. This is to be done by writing a 
Input-Output arduino program that relies on the use of the Serial Monitor on the operating 
laptop. This interface is still under construction, and it can be viewed in the appendix. 
Throughout the project we have been continually gathering scrap hardwood and making/refining 
different wooden holds, experimenting with the belt sanders as well as dremels to create both 
visually appealing and practical holds. The wall is nearly full of holds, with handmade, wooden 
handholds outnumbering store-bought holds. 

Over the next week, the main goal is to finish up the climbing interface in time for the 
Maker Faire. Other, smaller tasks include finishing t-nut installation, putting a tarp over the back 
of the wall, and enlarging our catalog of climbs. 
 
6) Conclusion 
The construction of the LED climbing wall detailed in this paper was entirely successful; all 
goals were met. The wall is climbable, that is, most brand new climbers can scale their way to 
the top on the easiest possible set of holds. And furthermore, different climbs or “routes” can be 
indicated by a computer program running on a microcontroller that illuminates LEDs that 
correspond with each hold.  

Beyond these basic and necessary goals, the wall has been fine tuned and turned into a 
useful piece of training equipment for boulderers of many different skill levels. Though it will 
not reach the level of the world famous Moonboard, this wall rivals the Moonboard in many 
ways. The wall has a large variety of hold shapes and sizes, yielding many possible unique 
climbs. The simplicity of the computer program running the system allows for quick and easy 
changes to the lighting system, to indicate new routes, where the moonboard is actually held 
back by its technology, as the iPhone app and bluetooth connection that it relies on are sketchy at 
best.  

As noted in the Appendix, the total price of the materials used to construct this wall came 
out to about $400. Today, you can buy a freestanding Moonboard™ (including LEDs and holds) 
for about $9,500. This paper details the creation of a mostly comparable piece of training 
equipment for a fraction of the price. 

While this LED climbing wall holds many advantages over those on the market today, it 
falls short in some key areas. The first deficiency is size; due to the fact that it needed to be 
freestanding, transportable, and fit in the lab, our board is much smaller than a Moonboard or 
similar models and has a much lower hold density. This lowers the total combinations of holds 

 



 

available on the wall, decreasing the amount of climbs that can be made and lowering the wall’s 
effectiveness as a training tool. Another area of deficiency is the interface; while reliable, it is 
limited in both its function and aesthetic. Most modern LED walls, including the Moonboard, 
have intuitive apps that allow users to connect their phone to the wall and select from a large 
database of climbs. This ease of use makes commercial LED walls much more attractive than 
homemade ones. 

After finishing the construction of the wall and the circuitry and programming of the 
LEDs, it can be concluded that making a home wall is a worthy investment of time, especially if 
there is not a climbing gym close by. The cost of constructing a wall out of wood and nails is so 
much lower than the cost of buying a wall that it is nearly always worth it. What is most likely 
not worth it, however, is the light installation and programming involved for an LED home wall. 
There are too many alternatives to LEDS, including putting different colored tape underneath 
holds to indicate climbs as well as simply memorizing routes, to make soldering all of the LEDs 
worth it. If one cannot stand to climb without little lights indicating their path, the most advisable 
solution is buying a gym membership to a gym with a Moonboard or similar model. 
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8) Appendix A: Parts list  

Part Description Cost Where to find it 

Wood for frame $200 Home Depot 

2 x 4 fasteners and screws $40 Home Depot 

Footholds and Jugs $30 Atomik Climbing 

Jugs $40 Atomik Climbing 

Pinches $20 Atomik Climbing 

Drill bit for holds $10 Amazon 

T-Nuts $15 Amazon 

Bolts $20 Amazon 

Arduino Mega $0 Lab 

LEDs $0 Lab 

Ribbon Cable $45 Digi-Key Electronics 

Mattress $0 Free from someone on 
Craigslist 

  

 



 

Appendix B: Programs used to illuminate holds on the wall 
//This program lights the route specified in the loop() method or can run the startup 
sequence. See the other program below that is still a work in progress. 
 
#define HowBigIsThisArray(x)       (sizeof(x) / sizeof(x[0])) 
 
//grid definition 
  String chessGrid[8][6] =  
  {  
    {"A1","B1","C1","D1","E1","F1"},  
    {"A2","B2","C2","D2","E2","F2"}, 
    {"A3","B3","C3","D3","E3","F3"}, 
    {"A4","B4","C4","D4","E4","F4"}, 
    {"A5","B5","C5","D5","E5","F5"}, 
    {"A6","B6","C6","D6","E6","F6"}, 
    {"A7","B7","C7","D7","E7","F7"}, 
    {"A8","B8","C8","D8","E8","F8"}, 
  }; 
 
  int pinGrid[8][6] =  
  {  
    {2,3,4,5,6,7}, 
    {8,9,10,11,12,13}, 
    {14,15,16,17,18,19}, 
    {23,25,27,29,31,33}, 
    {35,37,39,41,43,45}, 
    {34,36,38,40,42,44}, 
    {22,24,26,28,30,32}, 
    {48,49,50,51,52,53}, 
  }; 
 
int allThePins = 52; 
int numPinsNorm = 18; 
int evensLast = 32; 
int pinsOn = 24; 
int x = 6; 
int y = 8; 
int delayLength = 200; 
 
//different climbs! 
String climb7[] = {"A6", "C6", "B4", "E3", "D1", "D7"}; 
String climb8[] = {"A4", "E5", "C1", "A7", "C6", "E6"}; 
String climb9[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "D3", "A3", "A1", "A7"}; 
String climb11[] = {"E6", "F6", "A4", "A3", "D3", "D1"}; 
String climb15[] = {"D1", "C2", "A4", "E5", "E6", "C6", "F4", "F7"}; 
String climb16[] = {"E6", "E5", "F6", "C4", "D3", "A3", "A1", "E7"}; 
String climb17[] = {"F6", "E6", "D4", "E2", "F4", "A2", "A1"}; 
String climb18[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "D5", "E2", "B1"}; 
String climb19[] = {"C3", "F4", "D1", "A6", "C6"}; 
String climb20[] = {"A6", "C3", "D2", "A1", "F7"}; 
 
//V1s 
String broadway[] = {"E8", "E6", "C6", "C4", "D4", "C3", "C2", "D2", "C1", "E1"}; 
 
//V2s 
String climb2[] = {"A1", "C1", "D2", "B3", "A4", "B4", "A6", "C6", "B7", "D7"}; 

 



 

String climb4[] = {"C6", "E6", "C4", "D2", "F7", "F5", "A1", "C1"}; 
String climb5[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "B4", "F7", "C2", "A1"}; 
 
//V3s 
String climb10[] = {"C6", "E6", "B4", "D2", "E5", "A1", "F7"}; 
String climb6[] = {"C6", "E6", "C4", "E5", "F7", "D1"}; 
String climb12[] = {"A6", "B4", "D2", "F2", "D1", "E1"}; 
String climb14[] = {"B1", "D2", "A4", "E4", "E5", "A6", "E6", "E8"}; 
 
//V4s 
String climb1[] = {"A7", "C6", "E6", "C4", "F2", "C1"}; 
String climb3[] = {"C1", "C2", "C4", "F4", "C6", "A6", "D7"}; 
 
//V5s 
String climb13[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "E3", "A1", "B2"}; 
 
void setup() { 
  // put your setup code here, to run once: 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  Serial.println("Setting up program"); 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < y; i++) 
  { 
    for (int j = 0; j < x; j++) 
    { 
      pinMode(pinGrid[i][j], OUTPUT); 
//      digitalWrite(pinGrid[i][j], HIGH); 
//      delay(1000); 
//      digitalWrite(pinGrid[i][j], LOW); 
    } 
  } 
  //making the litPins array the same as the array we want to light up 
  Serial.println("Your array has this many elements: "); 
} 
 
void loop()  
{ 
  // put your main code here, to run repeatedly: 
//  startSequence(); 
//  climb(13); 
//  simple(); 
 //staticRoute1(); 
//project1(); 
//  digitalWrite(7, LOW); 
//  delay(500); 
//  digitalWrite(7, HIGH); 
//  delay(500); 
//allOn(); 
//pinOn(14); 
//rowOn(1); 
 
 
  int howManyHolds = HowBigIsThisArray(climb15); //this line is where we set which 
climb we want! 
  
  Serial.println(howManyHolds); 

 



 

  String litPins[howManyHolds] = {}; 
  for( int i = 0 ; i < howManyHolds; ++i) 
  { 
    litPins[i] = climb15[i];             //this line is where we set which climb we 
want! 
  } 
  
  for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
  { 
      Serial.println(litPins[i]); 
      light(litPins[i]); 
  } 
 
  delay(10000); 
 
} 
 
void simple() 
{ 
  for(int i = 34; i<=44; i+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(i, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
} 
 
void staticRoute1() 
{ 
  int howManyHolds = 5; 
  int litPins[] = {38, 41, 25, 18, 5}; 
 
  for(int i = 0; i<=howManyHolds; i++) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(litPins[i], HIGH); 
  } 
  
//  digitalWrite(2, HIGH); 
//  digitalWrite(8, HIGH); 
//  digitalWrite(12, HIGH); 
//  digitalWrite(18, HIGH); 
//  digitalWrite(27, HIGH); 
//  digitalWrite(35, HIGH); 
//  digitalWrite(42, HIGH); 
 
  delay(1000); 
} 
 
void climb(int climb) 
{ 
  int howManyHolds = 0; 
  String litPins[] = {}; 
  if (climb == 1) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 6; 
    String litPins[] = {"A7", "C6", "E6", "C4", "F2", "C1"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 

 



 

    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 2) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 10; 
    String litPins[] = {"A1", "C1", "D2", "B3", "A4", "B4", "A6", "C6", "B7", "D7"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 3) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 7; 
    String litPins[] = {"C1", "C2", "C4", "F4", "C6", "A6", "D7"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 4) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 8; 
    String litPins[] = {"C6", "E6", "C4", "D2", "F7", "F5", "A1", "C1"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 5) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 7; 
    String litPins[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "B4", "F7", "C2", "A1"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 6) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 6; 
    String litPins[] = {"C6", "E6", "C4", "E5", "F7", "D1"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 7) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 6; 
    String litPins[] = {"A6", "C6", "B4", "E3", "D1", "D7"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 

 



 

    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 8) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 6; 
    String litPins[] = {"A4", "E5", "C1", "A7", "C6", "E6"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 9) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 7; 
    String litPins[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "D3", "A3", "A1", "A7"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 10) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 7; 
    String litPins[] = {"C6", "E6", "B4", "D2", "E5", "A1", "F7"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 11) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 6; 
    String litPins[] = {"E6", "F6", "A4", "A3", "D3", "D1"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 12) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 7; 
    String litPins[] = {"A6", "B4", "D2", "F2", "D1", "E1"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  else if (climb == 13) 
  { 
    howManyHolds = 5; 
    String litPins[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "E3", "A1"}; 
    for(int i = 0; i< howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
      light(litPins[i]); 
    } 
  } 

 



 

} 
 
 
void light(String cell) 
{ 
  for (int i = 0; i <= y; i++) 
  { 
    for (int j = 0; j <= x; j++) 
    { 
        if(chessGrid[i][j].equals(cell)) 
        { 
          digitalWrite(pinGrid[i][j], HIGH); 
        } 
     } 
  } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
void project1() 
{ 
  int howManyHolds = 7; 
//  int litPins[] = {4, 10, 27, 33, 28, 34, 38}; 
    int litPins[] = {4, 16, 15, 31, 24, 42, 38}; 
 
  
    for(int i = 0; i<howManyHolds; i++) 
    { 
    digitalWrite(litPins[i], HIGH); 
    } 
 
} 
 
void startSequence() 
{ 
  for(int i = 2; i <= 7; i++) 
  { 
      digitalWrite(i, HIGH); 
      delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int j = 8; j <= 13; j++) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(j, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int k = 14; k <= 19; k++) 
  { 
      digitalWrite(k, HIGH); 
      delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int l = 23; l <= 33; l+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(l, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 

 



 

  } 
  for(int m = 35; m<=45; m+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(m, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int n = 34; n<=44; n+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(n, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int o = 22; o<=32; o+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(o, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int p = 48; p<=53; p++) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(p, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
} 
 
void allOn() 
{ 
  for (int i = 1; i <19; i++) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(i + 1, HIGH); 
  } 
  for (int i = 22; i < 33; i+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(i, HIGH); 
  } 
} 
 
void pinOn(int LedNUM) 
{ 
  digitalWrite(LedNUM, HIGH); 
} 
 
void rowOn(int row) 
{ 
  if(row<=3) 
  { 
  for (int i = 1; i < 7; i++) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(i + ((row-1)*6), HIGH); 
  } 
  } 
  else if(row=4) 
  { 
    for(int i = 22; i < 33; i+=2) 
    { 
      digitalWrite(i, HIGH); 
    } 
  } 

 



 

} 

 
 
 
Program that includes the Input-Output interface (work in progress) 
#define HowBigIsThisArray(x)       (sizeof(x) / sizeof(x[0])) 
 
const byte numChars = 32; 
char receivedChars[numChars]; // an array to store the received data 
 
boolean newData = false; 
 
String command; 
 
//grid definition 
  String chessGrid[8][6] =  
  {  
    {"A1","B1","C1","D1","E1","F1"},  
    {"A2","B2","C2","D2","E2","F2"}, 
    {"A3","B3","C3","D3","E3","F3"}, 
    {"A4","B4","C4","D4","E4","F4"}, 
    {"A5","B5","C5","D5","E5","F5"}, 
    {"A6","B6","C6","D6","E6","F6"}, 
    {"A7","B7","C7","D7","E7","F7"}, 
    {"A8","B8","C8","D8","E8","F8"}, 
  }; 
 
  int pinGrid[8][6] =  
  {  
    {2,3,4,5,6,7}, 
    {8,9,10,11,12,13}, 
    {14,15,16,17,18,19}, 
    {23,25,27,29,31,33}, 
    {35,37,39,41,43,45}, 
    {34,36,38,40,42,44}, 
    {22,24,26,28,30,32}, 
    {48,49,50,51,52,53}, 
  }; 
 
int allThePins = 52; 
int numPinsNorm = 18; 
int evensLast = 32; 
int pinsOn = 24; 
int x = 6; 
int y = 8; 
int delayLength = 200; 
 
const int howManyClimbs = 10; 
//all climbs 
String allClimbs[][howManyClimbs]= 
{ 
  {"A6", "C6", "B4", "E3", "D1", "D7"}, 
  {"A4", "E5", "C1", "A7", "C6", "E6"}, 
  {"A6", "C6", "C4", "D3", "A3", "A1", "A7"}, 

 



 

  {"E6", "F6", "A4", "A3", "D3", "D1"}, 
  {"D1", "C2", "A4", "E5", "E6", "C6", "F4", "F7"}, 
  {"E6", "E5", "F6", "C4", "D3", "A3", "A1", "E7"}, 
  {"F6", "E6", "D4", "E2", "F4", "A2", "A1"}, 
  {"A6", "C6", "C4", "D5", "E2", "B1"}, 
  {"C3", "F4", "D1", "A6", "C6"}, 
  {"A6", "C3", "D2", "A1", "F7"} 
}; 
 
//climb initialization 
String climb7[] = {"A6", "C6", "B4", "E3", "D1", "D7"}; 
String climb8[] = {"A4", "E5", "C1", "A7", "C6", "E6"}; 
String climb9[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "D3", "A3", "A1", "A7"}; 
String climb11[] = {"E6", "F6", "A4", "A3", "D3", "D1"}; 
String climb15[] = {"D1", "C2", "A4", "E5", "E6", "C6", "F4", "F7"}; 
String climb16[] = {"E6", "E5", "F6", "C4", "D3", "A3", "A1", "E7"}; 
String climb17[] = {"F6", "E6", "D4", "E2", "F4", "A2", "A1"}; 
String climb18[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "D5", "E2", "B1"}; 
String climb19[] = {"C3", "F4", "D1", "A6", "C6"}; 
String climb20[] = {"A6", "C3", "D2", "A1", "F7"}; 
 
//V1s 
String broadway[] = {"E8", "E6", "C6", "C4", "D4", "C3", "C2", "D2", "C1", "E1"}; 
 
//V2s 
String climb2[] = {"A1", "C1", "D2", "B3", "A4", "B4", "A6", "C6", "B7", "D7"}; 
String climb4[] = {"C6", "E6", "C4", "D2", "F7", "F5", "A1", "C1"}; 
String climb5[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "B4", "F7", "C2", "A1"}; 
 
//V3s 
String climb10[] = {"C6", "E6", "B4", "D2", "E5", "A1", "F7"}; 
String climb6[] = {"C6", "E6", "C4", "E5", "F7", "D1"}; 
String climb12[] = {"A6", "B4", "D2", "F2", "D1", "E1"}; 
String climb14[] = {"B1", "D2", "A4", "E4", "E5", "A6", "E6", "E8"}; 
 
//V4s 
String climb1[] = {"A7", "C6", "E6", "C4", "F2", "C1"}; 
String climb3[] = {"C1", "C2", "C4", "F4", "C6", "A6", "D7"}; 
 
//V5s 
String climb13[] = {"A6", "C6", "C4", "E3", "A1", "B2"}; 
 
void setup() { 
 Serial.begin(9600); 
 Serial.println("<Arduino is ready>"); 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < y; i++) 
  { 
    for (int j = 0; j < x; j++) 
    { 
      pinMode(pinGrid[i][j], OUTPUT); 
//      digitalWrite(pinGrid[i][j], HIGH); 
//      delay(1000); 
//      digitalWrite(pinGrid[i][j], LOW); 
    } 
  } 

 



 

} 
 
void wipe() 
{ 
  for (int i = 0; i < numChars; i++) 
  { 
    receivedChars[i] = NULL; 
  } 
} 
 
void readBackCommand() 
{ 
  Serial.println("We read your command as: "); 
  for (int i = 0; i < numChars; i++) 
  { 
        Serial.print(receivedChars[i]); 
  } 
  Serial.println(""); 
//  Serial.println("We read your command again but from the saved thing: "); 
//  for (int i = 0; i < numChars; i++) 
//  { 
//        Serial.print(command[i]); 
//  } 
//  Serial.println(""); 
} 
 
String saveCommand() 
{ 
  String temp; 
  temp = String(receivedChars); 
//  Serial.println("Saved as: "); 
//  Serial.println(temp); 
  return temp; 
} 
 
void listClimbs() 
{ 
  for (int i = 0; i < howManyClimbs; i++) 
  { 
    for (int j = 0; j < HowBigIsThisArray(allClimbs[i]); j++) 
    { 
      Serial.print(allClimbs[i][j]); 
      if (allClimbs[i][j+1] != NULL) 
      { 
        Serial.print(","); 
      } 
    } 
    Serial.println(""); 
  } 
} 
 
void checkCommand() 
{ 
  if(command == "!home") 
  { 
    Serial.println("Welcome home! Enter a command: !list, !new, !startup"); 

 



 

  } 
  else if(command == "!list") 
  { 
    listClimbs(); 
  } 
  else if(command == "!new") 
  { 
//    newClimb(); 
  } 
  else if(command == "!startup") 
  { 
    startSequence(); 
  } 
} 
 
void startSequence() 
{ 
  for(int i = 2; i <= 7; i++) 
  { 
      digitalWrite(i, HIGH); 
      delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int j = 8; j <= 13; j++) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(j, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int k = 14; k <= 19; k++) 
  { 
      digitalWrite(k, HIGH); 
      delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int l = 23; l <= 33; l+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(l, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int m = 35; m<=45; m+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(m, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int n = 34; n<=44; n+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(n, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int o = 22; o<=32; o+=2) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(o, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 
  } 
  for(int p = 48; p<=53; p++) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(p, HIGH); 
    delay(delayLength); 

 



 

  } 
} 
 
void loop()  
{ 
 recvWithEndMarker(); 
 if (newData) 
 { 
   if(receivedChars[0] == '!') 
    { 
      command = saveCommand(); 
      Serial.println("saved from function as: "); 
      Serial.println(command); 
//      readBackCommand(); 
      checkCommand(); 
    } 
 newData = false; 
 wipe(); 
 } 
 showNewData(); 
} 
 
void recvWithEndMarker() { 
 static byte ndx = 0; 
 char endMarker = '\n'; 
 char rc; 
  
 // if (Serial.available() > 0) { 
           while (Serial.available() > 0 && newData == false) { 
 rc = Serial.read(); 
 
 if (rc != endMarker) { 
 receivedChars[ndx] = rc; 
 ndx++; 
 if (ndx >= numChars) { 
 ndx = numChars - 1; 
 } 
 } 
 else { 
 receivedChars[ndx] = '\0'; // terminate the string 
 ndx = 0; 
 newData = true; 
 } 
 } 
} 
 
void showNewData() { 
 if (newData == true) { 
 Serial.print("This just in ... "); 
 Serial.println(receivedChars); 
 newData = false; 
 } 
} 

 

 


